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Reflex Foam Mattress
British Vita (Vita Foam) is one of the worlds leading
manufacturers of Memory Foam and Reflex Foam®.
Zip off washable
cover

Medium/Firm Reflex Foam®
Medium Reflex Foam®

Comfort Options
The mattress is 8" (20cm)
thick and constructed of two
layers of Reflex Foam®.
One layer is Medium and the
other is medium/firm.
This gives you the choice of
which surface you would
prefer to sleep on for the best
posture, support and comfort
by simply turning the mattress.

The Reflex Foam® Mattress uses Advanced Polymer Technology and contains negligible melamine
giving outstanding performance, shape retention and long term durability.
When the Reflex Foam® Mattress is used in combination with an electric adjustable bed the mattress
will contour to follow the shape freely and precisely.
There are no harmful chemicals used in the manufacturing process, which can be found in low cost
imported mattresses.
A ‘Cool Feel’ quilted zip off washable cover is included as part of the mattress. Spare Washable
Covers are available.

How it works
Whether the Reflex Foam® Mattress is used
on an adjustable bed or not, it will give
exceptional comfort by supporting the body in
much the same way pocket springs work.

Medium

Medium/Firm

The mattress can be reversed for your comfort
Either Medium or Medium/Firm as the top layer.

The advantage Reflex Foam® has over a
pocket spring mattress is that it will retain its
spring effect and support much longer than
springs which tend to dip
For More information click Blog to read more

Mattress Only
Widths

Single

Double

Up to 3’(90cm)

Prices Excluding VAT
Prices Including VAT

£ 200
£ 240

Up to 4’6” (135cm)

£ 300
£ 360

King
Up to 5’ (153cm)

£ 330
£ 396

Super King
Up to 6’ (183cm)

£ 400
£ 480
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